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About This Game
Wequer is an accessible turn-based tactics game with deceptive competitive depth. Take control of three distinct characters: a
unit-birthing Worm, a spell-slinging Wizard, 5d3b920ae0
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Wequer Update: Replays : -Added replays Replays can be accessed through the Play menu. Replays will be saved at the end of
all human vs. human games. If there are more than 9 replays saved, the oldest un-starred replay will be deleted. Star your
favorites! In replays, you can go move-by-move, auto play at 3 different speeds, and restart. Going back a move is not currently
supported. -Fixed a bug where invigorate wouldn't be properly removed from the enemy spell listing when cast.. Wequer's first
update available now : Changes: - Added new spell: "Egg Blast: Destroy any egg; gain 3 Crystals." - Hovering over the enemy
Wizard will display all enemy spells in possession. - Hovering over the enemy Worm will display all enemy shells in possession.
- When casting a target-specific spell, all possibilities will be highlighted. - New menu option for muting spell purchase and cast
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notifications. - Tool-tip saying "Right click to cancel" will appear when targeting a spell. - Updated icons for forfeiting, muting
chat, returning home, etc. - Updated attack effect. - Added anti-cheat functionality. If you are incorrectly accused of cheating,
please post in the steam forums with exactly what happened or DM me in Discord (Ben#6746). Cheating will currently only
result in a loss of a match, not a ban. This is to make sure there aren't any bugs causing the cheat detector to incorrectly go off.
After a week or two, if everything seems fine I'll implement a ban system. Also, it's worth noting that you cannot queue into
someone unless you're both on the same game version. So make sure you download the update. Please report any bugs as well..
Wequer Update: Replays : -Added replays Replays can be accessed through the Play menu. Replays will be saved at the end of
all human vs. human games. If there are more than 9 replays saved, the oldest un-starred replay will be deleted. Star your
favorites! In replays, you can go move-by-move, auto play at 3 different speeds, and restart. Going back a move is not currently
supported. -Fixed a bug where invigorate wouldn't be properly removed from the enemy spell listing when cast.. Wequer has
released! : I hope you all enjoy it! Please be patient with the online matchmaking, you might need to wait a minute or so for
players right after the game launches. If you encounter any bugs, please post them in the issue reporting forum in the game's
community.. Wequer has released! : I hope you all enjoy it! Please be patient with the online matchmaking, you might need to
wait a minute or so for players right after the game launches. If you encounter any bugs, please post them in the issue reporting
forum in the game's community.. Wequer's first update available now : Changes: - Added new spell: "Egg Blast: Destroy any
egg; gain 3 Crystals." - Hovering over the enemy Wizard will display all enemy spells in possession. - Hovering over the enemy
Worm will display all enemy shells in possession. - When casting a target-specific spell, all possibilities will be highlighted. New menu option for muting spell purchase and cast notifications. - Tool-tip saying "Right click to cancel" will appear when
targeting a spell. - Updated icons for forfeiting, muting chat, returning home, etc. - Updated attack effect. - Added anti-cheat
functionality. If you are incorrectly accused of cheating, please post in the steam forums with exactly what happened or DM me
in Discord (Ben#6746). Cheating will currently only result in a loss of a match, not a ban. This is to make sure there aren't any
bugs causing the cheat detector to incorrectly go off. After a week or two, if everything seems fine I'll implement a ban system.
Also, it's worth noting that you cannot queue into someone unless you're both on the same game version. So make sure you
download the update. Please report any bugs as well.
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